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It was a hopeful and inspiring experience in Berlin, at
least in the meetings between the student groups The
German students were extremely friendly, eager and anxious
to show their hospitality to their French and English visitors,
to explain the German point of view, to ask and answer
questions They were, on the whole, of a good type, athletic,
keen, frank and hearty, though some of them were rather
seedy, with the pimply faces of unhealthy adolescence, and
the look of boys who have overstudied and underfed
In the debates and discussions there was no trace of
hostility or ill humour The French students were very
favourably impressed by the candour and the desire for
comradeship shown by these young Germans Certainly
they put forward claims which raised dangerous and difficult
questions They upheld the official German demand for
equality of status in armaments, and insisted that it was
unfair and intolerable to keep Germany disarmed and m a
continual state of inferiority while most other nations were
heavily armed against her They argued that this inferiority
of status among the great Powers was the main cause of
bitterness and reaction in Germany, which would lead
inevitably to a defeat of liberalism and a return of mflitansm,
unless the grievance were removed from German mentality
They did not advocate the re arming of Germany On the
contrary, they believed that would be disastrous in its results
But they urged France to lead Europe towards gradual
disarmament and a collaboration of nations in establishing an
international code of law and a mutual pact of peace For
that reason they were heartily in favour of the Hemot plan
They had much to say about the Polish Corridor, which they
described as an "outrage' and a constant source of irritation
in German psychology They warned the French students
tbat this was the powder-magazine of Europe from which
another war might start at some moment of tension They

